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MNG ORKO MADENCILIK ANONIM SIRKETI (“MNG Gold” or “the Company”) 

 

Transaction completed with Amlib Holdings Plc for its Liberian Kokoya Gold Project 

MNG Gold, the privately held Turkish gold exploration and development company, is pleased to announce 

the completion of the transaction with Amlib Holdings Plc (“Amlib”) to acquire its 90% stake (10% Liberian 

Government) in the Kokoya Project (“Kokoya”). 

About Kokoya Gold Project  

Kokoya is an advanced gold exploration project owned and managed by MNG Gold through its subsidiary 

MNG Gold Liberia Inc. situated in Bong County, located in central Liberia. A total of 272 holes for 48,625 

m have been drilled and 249 trenches for 7,069 m have been excavated to date.  

Serhan Umurhan, General Manager of MNG, commented:  

“I am delighted that the closing conditions of this transaction have now been satisfied so that we con focus 

our efforts on rapidly developing the potential of Kokoya, which has stood still for a long time due to a 

historic lack of funds. Our aim is to create a new approach including positive value for local communities 

including the creation of many new jobs with production commencing as soon as possible.   

Kokoya is the first step in the creation of MNG Gold’s asset portfolio in West Africa and Turkey; we will 

add further valuable assets to our portfolio in the near future. “ 

About MNG Gold Inc. 

MNG Gold is a gold exploration company that is aiming to acquire, explore and develop advanced gold 

mining projects in Turkey and West Africa with the aspiration of moving into production in the shortest 

possible time. MNG Gold is the most recent addition to the MNG Group of Companies having started its 

activities in July 2013. Thanks to its experienced team of professionals, MNG Gold has a broad capacity 

to explore, develop and produce gold in Turkey and abroad.  

The MNG Group was founded by Mehmet Nazif Günal in 1976. The Group’s name is derived from Mr 

Günal’s initials. Today, the MNG Group employs over 20.000 people across a diverse range of many 

fields such as construction, tourism, air carriage, cargo carriage, finance and energy sectors.  

- Ends -  


